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Abstract—In this paper we present a security primitive which is a novel family of graphical password systems based on hard AI problem which is called as Captcha as a graphical password . It is the combination of a Captcha and a graphical password. It offers a number of security problems such as relay attacks online guessing attacks and many more. CaRP also prevents shoulder surfing attack if it is combined with dual view technology . This new security primitive offers an approach to present a well known image hotspot problem in popular graphical password systems , that often leads to weak password choices leading to leakage of password CaRP offers reasonable security which appears to fit well with some of the practical applications for improving security online.
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I. INTRODUCTION
CAPTCHA :- Completely Automated Public Turing test to make Computers and Humans Apart. CAPTCHA is a technology which assures that only those people can pass the test and not the system computer generated (bots). The development of CAPTCHA system is to provide creative and validation tests that can be easily solved by humans and difficult for robot. There are four types of methods in CAPTCHA which is the text based CAPTCHA, image based CAPTCHA, audio based CAPTCHA, video based CAPTCHA. CAPTCHA system based on puzzle is developed by using a technique based on an image CAPTCHA .This type of CAPTCHA had developed by using HTML, JavaScript, Cascading Style Sheets . The CAPTCHA system is developed using a sequence of phases of development using evolutionary prototyping model based on SDLC.

A fundamental task in providing security is to create security primitives based on hard mathematical problems that are Computationally not tractable by the user. Captcha based on image is a method that is considered to be more easily recognized by the user as compared to Captcha based on Text [4]. User involvement is very important in designing Captcha to assure the safety of the robot (bots) attack. The concept is easy to implement and understand and difficult to be solved by the bots system.The development in applications including image-based Captcha provides more information than text-based Captcha. Generation of Captcha provides a novel approach, which provides effective and efficient algorithm providing sufficient information about the text tests for easy human recognition which is provided in the marginal probabilities and the site-to nearby- site covariance’s and these quantities can be embedded into KNW probabilities, which is designed for the effective simulation process. The Captcha are the partial random realizations of the random CAPTCHA word: which start with initial random and uses Gibbs resampling to re-simulate portions of the field again and again using the KNW conditional probabilities until the word becomes readable by the human and easily understood as becoming user friendly in nature.

A graphical password is used in an authentication system that process by having the user who selects click points from the images, in a sequential order, which is represented in a graphical user interface to the user. The graphical-password approach which is also called as graphical user authentication in which authentication is provided before login in the registration process . A graphical password is easy to be recognized by the human than the bots than a text-based password for most people. Suppose minimum of 7 character password is necessary to gain entry into a particular computer network. Instead of xtuyew65, a user might select images of the things ,the Meghalaya state, a black horse with its long bushy tails and blue sky flying birds and a scenery containing mountains and the birds flying , fish in the lake giving a visual effect and so on. Captcha a graphical password is a click-based graphical passwords [3] where a collection of clicks in a sequential manner on an image is used to derive a password. Besides other click-based graphical passwords, images used in CaRP is a Captcha which is a challenge and it is not easily recognized by the user during login in registration process , and a new CaRP image is generated for every login attempt. The notion of CaRP is simple. CaRP can have multiple instantiations [5].This scheme relies on multiple object classification which can be transformed to a multiple CaRP scheme . CaRPs can be built on both text Captcha and image-recognition based Captcha. A text CaRP in where a sequence of characters is used as a password like text password, but it can be done by clicking the right sequence of characters on CaRP images which is stored in the database. CaRP requires solving a Captcha challenge in every login trials. This impact on relevance can be removed by adapting the CaRP images difficulty is based on the login history of the different users account and
the machines used to log in the system which is present at different locations.

Applications of CaRP include

i. Nowadays captcha and a graphical password together can be applied on touchscreen mobiles because typing passwords is hectic, especially for secure Internet applications such as e-banks for login sessions.

ii. In the email services also this technology is used to reduce the spam emails from the inbox [6]. Email service provider that deploys CaRP, a spam bot (robot) cannot login into an email account even if bot knows the password but here the involvement of user (human) is mandatory.

CaRP is a click-based graphical passwords, wherein a sequence of clicks on an image is used to derive a password in the form of pattern. Besides other click-based graphical passwords, images used as a password in CaRP are Captcha challenges, and a new CaRP image is generated for every login attempt. CaRP can have multiple instances. Any Captcha scheme which relies on multiple object classification can be converted to a CaRP scheme which becomes easy for original set to provide a better security.

Design Goals

1. Offers reasonable security and usability and appears to suits well with some of the practical applications which provides better security to the online applications.
2. Defence against online dictionary attacks which helps in providing the efficiency of the system.
3. CaRP offers protection against relay attacks on increasing threat to bypass captcha applications.
4. It can be used to fight against relay attacks.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Captcha

Captcha is capable to distinguish between humans and robots in solving certain hard AI problems which is mathematically feasible which can be solved by the user and not the bots. There are two types of visual Captcha which is recognized by human instead of bots: Captcha based on text and Captcha based on Image-Recognition. The former relies on text recognition while the latter relies on recognition of non-character object. Text Captcha relies on the difficulty of character segmentation, which is difficult to solve (expensive) and combinatorially hard.

B. Captcha in Authentication

Captcha and password together is used in a user authentication protocol, which is called Captcha-based Password Authentication protocol, which encounter online based dictionary attacks. The CbPA-protocol is used for solving a Captcha puzzle after putting a valid pair of user ID and password until a valid browser cookie is received to the system. For a wrong pair of user ID and password, the user has a certain guessing to solve a Captcha challenge before being access is denied.

C. A cued based recall scheme

An external cue is provided to help and enter a password in a given sequential order. Pass Points is a click-based cued-recall scheme where a user selects a sequence of points anywhere on an image in deriving a password, and re-selects the same sequence during the authentication when user tries to login the system. Cued Click Points uses one image per click, with the next image selected by a specific random function.

D. Recognition Based CaRP

In Recognition based CaRP, a password is an array of visual objects in the alphabet [10], recognition-based CaRP seems to have access to an infinite number of different visual objects.

E. AnimalGrid based CaRP

ClickAnimal based CaRP has a smaller alphabet, and a smaller password space than ClickText based CaRP. CaRP should have a large effective password space to resist human guessing attacks. Animal Grids password space can be increased by combining it with a grid-based graphical password, with the grid depending on the size of the selected animal in the given grid.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Existing System

The existing system relies on CaRP, a new security primitive relying on hard AI problems which cannot be solved easily. CaRP is the combination of captcha and graphical password scheme. CaRP introduces a new family of graphical passwords, which adopts a new approach to encounter online guessing attacks [11]. A password of CaRP can be found by automatic online guessing attacks including brute-force attacks, which is having a desired security property that other graphical password schemes do not have. Hotspots in CaRP images can no longer be exploited to mount the automatic online guessing attacks, which is an inherent vulnerability in many graphical
password systems. CaRP forces adversaries to resort to significantly less efficient and much more costlier than human-based attacks. In addition to offering protection from online guessing attacks, CaRP is also used to resist the relay attacks. CaRP schemes are used with additional protection such as secure channels between clients and the authentication server through Transport Layer Security. The use of CaRP scheme in authentication process is as follows:

First of all AS stores a salt \( s \) and a hash value. For each user ID it stores \((s,\text{hash value})\) where \( s \) stands for password of count which is not stored and remain secured with the user. Then user send an authentication request to the AS. Upon receiving the login request AS generates a CaRP image and stores the location of the coordinates of the objects in the image and sends the image to the user to click the password whatever the coordinates are selected by the user they are sent to the AS. AS matches the user selected coordinates on the CaRP image the IDs of the object that the user clicked on the image which is recovered back by the AS. Then AS fetches the salt \( s \) of the account computes the hash value of with the salt \( s \) and compares the result with the hash value of the account. If the two hash values matches then he/she will successfully login the system otherwise login fails.

**B. Proposed System**

In the existing system security is afforded based on recognition based CaRP where user has to select the appropriate grid of the image as the click points to design a password. Because of which the shoulder surfing attack can be easily arised and the password can be leaked to the third party. So to remove this drawback we are using an advanced secure graphical password in which the user has to go through the two phases:

1. Registration Phase
2. Login Phase

**Registration Phase**

When the user register for the first time he/she has to enter his/her password \( K \) of length \( L \) characters and select one pointer which will be a default pointer out of given 8 pointers. the user has to register an e-mail address for reenabling his disabled account. The Registration phase should not be working in a Shoulder Surfing environment.

In addition, a secure channel should be established between the system and the user during the registration phase. The user’s textual password gain by the system from the users entry in password table should be encrypted by the system key.

**Login Phase**

When the user requests for the login system it displays an image containing different icons the user has to select the correct icons by deriving the pattern within the given specified time (1 sec) if he successfully select the icons within specified time then he will go to the next layer or else fails to login.

In the next layer the image will be displayed in the tabular form in which the group of characters will be present in each block. Whatever the password he had set during the registration phase he will select the correct group of alphabets in which his password is present then internally it will scan and match all the characters which are present in the group if any one of the character matches then it will retrieve the given alphabet which is present in the password likewise it will retrieve all the characters present in the password.

After that an OTP will be sent to the respective email id he/she has to put the key then finally he can successfully login the system.

**IV. EXPECTED RESULT**

Captcha which is used for graphical password authentication is divided into three modules. The first module has been completed so the expected results based on the first module completion is described with the help of two attributes.

**A. Ease Of Use**

The proposed system should have better ease of use with less login time resulting in less login attempts which becomes easier for the user and thus providing better security to the user.

**B. Robustness**

Captcha is robust in nature. In the proposed system the performance remains constant even if error arises in the system but the existing system performance degrades resulting in loss( data leakage).
V. CONCLUSION
The overall goal of this project is to provide security at the best level. This will improve the performance of online services and prevent from many attacks. As, this system generates every time a new Captcha challenge at run time it becomes really difficult to guess the password.
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